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Abstract The use of small rotors capable of very fast

magic-angle spinning (MAS) in conjunction with proton

dilution by perdeuteration and partial reprotonation at ex-

changeable sites has enabled the acquisition of resolved,

proton detected, solid-state NMR spectra on samples of

biological macromolecules. The ability to detect the high-

gamma protons, instead of carbons or nitrogens, increases

sensitivity. In order to achieve sufficient resolution of the

amide proton signals, rotors must be spun at the maximum

rate possible given their size and the proton back-exchange

percentage tuned. Here we investigate the optimal proton

back-exchange ratio for triply labeled SH3 at 40 kHz

MAS. We find that spectra acquired on 60 % back-ex-

changed samples in 1.9 mm rotors have similar resolution

at 40 kHz MAS as spectra of 100 % back-exchanged

samples in 1.3 mm rotors spinning at 60 kHz MAS, and for

(H)NH 2D and (H)CNH 3D spectra, show 10–20 % higher

sensitivity. For 100 % back-exchanged samples, the

sensitivity in 1.9 mm rotors is superior by a factor of 1.9 in

(H)NH and 1.8 in (H)CNH spectra but at lower resolution.

For (H)C(C)NH experiments with a carbon–carbon mixing

period, this sensitivity gain is lost due to shorter relaxation

times and less efficient transfer steps. We present a detailed

study on the sensitivity of these types of experiments for

both types of rotors, which should enable experimentalists

to make an informed decision about which type of rotor is

best for specific applications.

Keywords Solid-state NMR � Fast spinning � Proton

detection � Deuteration � 1H back exchange

Introduction

Three-dimensional NMR spectroscopy correlating proton,

carbon and nitrogen chemical shifts is an indispensable

element of NMR structure determination protocols for

biological macromolecules. Proton chemical shifts of pro-

teins are strongly structure sensitive and hence well dis-

persed. As such, they represent a powerful, orthogonal

parameter for resolving crowded spectra. Accordingly,

assignment and restraint collection strategies utilizing

proton chemical shifts are increasingly being used in

magic-angle-spinning (MAS) NMR, despite technical

challenges connected to the large proton linewidths caused

by strong 1H–1H interactions within the dense proton

dipolar coupling networks of proteins. The number of

dipolar interactions may be reduced by uniform deuteration

and their magnitude decreased by very fast MAS and

multiple pulse technologies.

Early studies using frequency-switched Lee–Goldburg

techniques and carbon detection allowed the assignment of

SH3 domain proton signals (van Rossum et al. 2001).
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Later, the combined approach of deuteration at non-ex-

changeable sites and partial reprotonation of amide moi-

eties facilitated direct proton detection (Akbey et al. 2010;

Chevelkov et al. 2003, 2006; Linser et al. 2008; Reif et al.

2001; Ward et al. 2011). These methods have since been

progressively elaborated into more complex pulse schemes

making use of faster spinning in the range of 40–60 kHz

(Knight et al. 2011; Lewandowski et al. 2011; Marchetti

et al. 2012; Zhou et al. 2006, 2007a) resulting in the design

of solution NMR-like assignment strategies (Barbet-

Massin et al. 2014; Chevelkov et al. 2014; Zhou et al.

2012), and 3D and 4D pulse sequences for determining the

structure of proteins (Agarwal et al. 2014; Huber et al.

2011; Knight et al. 2012b; Linser et al. 2014; Zhou et al.

2007b). However, fundamental physical constraints limit

the MAS rate possible for a given diameter of rotor. In turn,

smaller diameter rotors with faster maximum spinning

frequencies provide less space for protein material, limiting

the sensitivity of experiments at higher MAS rates. On the

other hand, improved filling factors, RF efficiencies, and

the fundamental principles of MAS favor the smaller

rotors.

Given the variety of rotor diameters that are currently

available, the experimentalist is confronted with different

upper limits of MAS rate and sample amount, which in turn

dictate the appropriate pulse sequences, labeling, and 1H

back-exchange strategy to be used. While optimizing both

sensitivity and resolution is the ultimate goal, in practice

this may not be possible. Particularly in the context of the

partial back-exchange of protons, sensitivity can be traded

for resolution by lowering the 1H back-exchange percent-

age. In this situation, it may make sense to pose a minimum

acceptable resolution at which spectra of proteins in the

250 residue range may be conveniently evaluated, perhaps

50 Hz in the 1H dimension, after which questions of sen-

sitivity would be considered. The chosen compromise be-

tween resolution and sensitivity must also enable sufficient

S/N in 3D spectra containing both 15N–13C and 13C–13C

transfers. Spectra of 100 % back-exchanged samples

packed in 1.3 mm rotors spun at 60 kHz MAS satisfy these

requirements and serve as a useful benchmark for com-

parisons. Overall, optimal choices are not trivial and de-

pend on the homogeneous and heterogeneous contributions

to the linewidth, the effects of internal protein dynamics on

MAS, as well as chemical exchange and T2 requirements.

Since rotor dimensions limit the sample quantity and

maximum spinning frequency, the degree of proton back-

exchange that maximizes signal-to-noise and/or resolution

is directly correlated with each rotor size. For rotors with

*24 kHz MAS limits (3.2 mm), 2H labeling of the protein

followed by back-exchange with 1H at the labile sites to

10 % yields optimally resolved 2D spectra with proton

linewidths around 10–18 Hz (Chevelkov et al. 2006). On

the other hand, optimal signal-to-noise was achieved be-

tween 30 and 40 % at the cost of increasing 1H linewidths

to 28 ± 6 Hz (Akbey et al. 2010). At 60 kHz spinning, full

re-protonation to 100 % of the exchangeable sites still al-

lows for narrow lines of signals from residues in the

structured regions in samples of microcrystalline and non-

crystalline medium-sized protein domains (Knight et al.

2011). An additional sharpening of the 1H lines by a factor

of two was seen in spectra of fully back-exchanged ubiq-

uitin when increasing the MAS rate from 50 to 100 kHz

(Agarwal et al. 2014). For experiments done using 1.3 mm

rotors, sensitivity for spectra of a 100 % back-exchanged

sample was seen to increase by a factor of about 2.5 be-

tween 40 and 60 kHz (Lewandowski et al. 2011). In two

recent studies, spectra acquired using 1.3 mm rotors at

50–60 kHz MAS were seen to have similar sensitivity to

spectra of 3.2 mm rotors spinning at 20 kHz, one using

25 % random protonation at all sites (Asami et al. 2012),

the other 40 % 1H back-exchange (Ward et al. 2014). This

is despite the fact the sample volume for a 3.2 rotor is

30–40 lL compared to only 1.7 lL for 1.3 mm rotors. The

1.9 mm rotors also used in this study have sample volumes

of 10 lL. So, while 60 kHz MAS or higher appears to be

better in terms of decoupling dipolar 1H–1H interactions, it

remains to be seen whether sensitivity is maximized at

faster MAS rates due to the requirement of smaller rotors

with smaller sample volumes.

In this paper, we compare 2D and 3D spectra recorded

with 1.9 and 1.3 mm probes in order to analyze the factors

determining signal-to-noise and resolution, including the

level of 1H back-exchange and MAS rate. As a starting

point, 2D (H)NH spectra were acquired on samples of

triply (2H13C15N) labeled SH3 back-exchanged at the labile

sites with 100 % 1H2O using a 1.9 mm rotor at 40 kHz

MAS (Fig. 1, red) and a 1.3 mm rotor at 57 kHz MAS

(Fig. 1, blue). The spectrum acquired on the 1.9 mm rotor

at 40 kHz was 2.7 times more sensitive (318 ± 164 vs.

115 ± 61 S/N/Hr), while the spectrum from the faster

spinning 1.3 mm rotor yields 1H linewidths that are twice

as sharp (42 ± 15 vs. 87 ± 21 Hz).

The large variations in signal-to-noise and linewidth

seen in Fig. 1 are indicative of the fact that SH3 contains

both well-ordered and extremely mobile domains, which

have different cross-polarization and relaxation behaviors

(Lewandowski et al. 2011). To enable the analysis of how

the signals of residues with different dynamics, and hence

different relaxation behavior, are affected by MAS rates

and deuteration level, three groups of residues were se-

lected on the basis of 1H T2 values. These T2 values were

determined site specifically, to be discussed in detail later,

from spectra acquired on a 100 % back-exchanged sample

at 60 kHz MAS. The residues selected for the ‘‘best’’ group

(Q16, M25, F52, K60) come from rigid strands and their
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signals have 1H T2 values of[30 ms. Those picked for the

‘‘typical’’ group (L10, D29, E45, A55) are at the edge of

beta-strands or part of the structured alpha-turn and give

signals with 1H T2 values of 10–15 ms (near the median

value of 14 ms). The residues in the ‘‘worst’’ class are from

mobile loops (T32, N38, D40, Y57) and 1H T2 values of

6–8 ms were observed. Extracted 1D slices for the peaks of

all twelve residues are shown in Fig. 1 to illustrate their

resolution and intensity differences. At 100 % back-pro-

tonation, the peaks of the ‘‘best’’ class residues have similar
1H linewidths at both 40 and 60 kHz MAS, while the

signals for the ‘‘typical’’ and ‘‘worst’’ class residues are

narrower at the faster MAS rate. By comparing the sensi-

tivity and resolution of 2D (H)NH and 3D (H)CNH- and

(H)C(C)NH-type experiments, with a focus on these three

groups of residues, we were able to investigate how faster

spinning and lower 1H back-exchange percentages affect

the acquisition of the data needed to perform sequential

assignments.

Materials and methods

NMR spectroscopy

NMR experiments were performed on Bruker Avance II

and III spectrometers with 1H Larmor frequencies of 600,

900 and 1,000 MHz. At 600 MHz, 1.3 mm (1H–13C–15N)

triple resonance and 1.9 mm (1H–13C/15N) double reso-

nance probes were used. At 900 MHz, 1.9 mm quadruple

(1H–13C–15N–2H) resonance and at 1,000 MHz, 1.3 mm

triple (1H–13C–15N) resonance probes were used. 2D

(H)NH type experiments using cross polarization and

MISSISSIPPI solvent suppression were used for all sam-

ples and probes (Zhou and Rienstra 2008). On the 1.9 mm

rotors (H)CNH- and (H)C(C)NH-type experiments, e.g.

(H)CANH and (H)CA(CO)NH 3Ds (the nuclei listed in

parenthesis were used for transfers but not detected), were

acquired using previously published pulse sequences

(Barbet-Massin et al. 2014; Zhou et al. 2012) using tangent

ramped cross polarization for 1H–15N, 1H–13C, and
13C–15N transfers (Baldus et al. 1998; Hediger et al. 1993)

and either DREAM (Verel et al. 2001) or INEPT (Kay

et al. 1990) based 13C–13C transfers. 1H–15N and 1H–13C

conditions were optimized to just above x1
H = 3xr/2;

x1
X = 1xr/2. 15N–13C specific CP conditions were opti-

mized between x1
C = 3xr/4; x1

N = 1xr/4 and x1
C = 5xr/4;

x1
N = 1xr/4. In both cases RF limitations on the 13C and

15N channels prevented the use of higher power conditions.

Higher CP transfer efficiencies may be possible with im-

proved RF performance. 1H decoupling was done with

WALTZ-16 (Shaka et al. 1983) or slTPPM (Lewandowski

et al. 2010) during all indirect evolution periods. WALTZ-

16 13C and 15N decoupling was applied during acquisition.

Rotors were sealed with silicon rubber disks to prevent the

loss of solvent during spinning. For the experiments at

600 MHz the variable temperature gas was set to 260 K, at

900 MHz to 240 or 260 K, and at 1,000 MHz to 235 K.

According to external calibration with ethylene glycol or

polyethylene glycol, this corresponds to sample tem-

peratures of 296 and 304 K respectively, for the 900 MHz,

and 299 K for the 1,000 MHz spectra. No calibration for

the 600 MHz data is available, however, similar VT gas

temperature and flow parameters on the 900 MHz spec-

trometer resulted sample temperatures of 315 K at 40 kHz

MAS.
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Fig. 1 (H)NH 2D of 2H13C15N labeled SH3 back-exchanged to

100 % using a 1.3 mm rotor spinning at 57 kHz (blue) and 1.9 mm

rotor spinning at 40 kHz (red). Peaks are labeled with their

assignment; all peaks are amide backbone unless labeled with an

appropriate side chain letter. 1D slices of selected residues from the

three T2 classes are shown, scaled relative to the 1.9 mm data to

illustrate the sensitivity differences between the two modules. The

signal to noise per hour for each peak is listed to the right. Spectra

were acquired at 600 MHz. The VT set point was 260 K
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Sample preparation

SH3 samples were expressed and purified as discussed

previously (Akbey et al. 2010), with the exception that
1H/2H exchange was performed at pH 3.5, in the presence

of ammonium sulfate. In brief, the chicken a-spectrin SH3

domain was expressed in E. coli BL21-DE3 grown in

100 % 2H2O with M9 minimal medium containing 3 g/L of

d7–13C-glucose, 1 g/L 15N-ammonium chloride, and

60 mg/L carbenicilline. Cells from 0.2 L of overnight

culture in 1H2O were used to inoculate 1 L of expression

culture. Cells were grown to an OD600nm of 0.7 at 37 �C

and then induced at 20 �C with 1 mM IPTG overnight.

After purification of the tagless protein by anion exchange

chromatography (Q-Sepharose FF) and gel filtration (Su-

perdex 75), the protein was lyophilized and redissolved in
1H2O/2H2O mixtures of 60, 80, and 100 % 1H2O. An equal

volume of 200 mM ammonium sulfate solution at the ap-

propriate 1H2O/2H2O ratio was added and samples were

stored at 4 �C for at least 3 days to ensure exchange.

Crystallization was initiated via a pH shift to 7.5 ± 0.5

under an NH3 atmosphere. Microcrystals were packed into

1.3 or 1.9 mm rotors using a table-top centrifuge (Eppen-

dorf 5417-F).

Results and discussion

Comparing the relative effectiveness of the 1.9 and 1.3 mm

probes first requires determining the optimal conditions for
1H-detection at 40 kHz MAS. The first step in this process

was to identify at which level of 1H back-exchange the

proton linewidths were sufficiently narrow in spectra at

40 kHz MAS. As such, (H)NH 2D spectra of triply labeled

SH3 samples, back-exchanged to 100, 80 and 60 % protons

at the labile sites, were acquired and the 1H linewidths

(Fig. 2) analyzed.

In general, linewidths of the signals from residues in the

regions with well-defined secondary structure, as deter-

mined from the crystal structure (pdb ID: 1U06, Fig. 2b)

(Chevelkov et al. 2005), are narrower than those in the

flexible turns and loops. Spectra acquired on samples with

lower 1H back-exchange percentages have sharper line-

widths for the peaks of all residues, but most dramatically

for those in the mobile regions. A similar sharpening effect

for peaks of these residues was observed previously in SH3

with increasing MAS rates (Lewandowski et al. 2011). At

60 % back-exchange, the 1H linewidths for peaks from the

mobile regions narrowed to the values observed for the

other signals of the protein and bulk 1H T2 values reached

those seen for a 100 % sample at 60 kHz (15 ms T2). By

comparing three conditions: (1) a 1.9 mm rotor with a

100 % back-exchanged sample spinning at 40 kHz (1.9/

100 %), (2) a 1.9 mm rotor with a 60 % back-exchanged

sample spinning at 40 kHz (1.9/60 %) and (3) a 1.3 mm

rotor spinning at 60 kHz containing a 100 % back-ex-

changed sample (1.3/100 %), the effects of module size—

and therefore MAS rate and material amount—and 1H

back-exchange level on sensitivity and resolution was then

investigated.

The ultimate goal of lowering the 1H back-exchange

percentage or increasing the MAS rate is to decrease R2

relaxation rates and as a result increase resolution as well

as sensitivity in multidimensional/multi-transfer ex-

periments. To gain a detailed understanding of the benefits

of and differences between faster spinning and 1H dilution,

site-specific 15N and 1H R2 rates were determined through

the use of 2D (H)NH correlation experiments combined

with an echo period immediately prior to 15N evolution or
1H acquisition. Peak intensities were extracted from 2D

planes at multiple echo times and the R2 relaxation rates for

residues with sufficiently intense and resolved peaks were

determined by fitting in CCPN Analysis (Stevens et al.

2011).

In Fig. 3, R2 relaxation rates for 15N (Fig. 3a) and 1H

(Fig. 3b) are plotted by residue number for the 1.3/100 %

(blue), the 1.9/100 % (red) and the 1.9/60 % (green)

samples. In all three cases, R2 rates for the signals of

residues in the loop regions around residues 21, 38 and 58

were higher than for the residues in regions with well-

defined secondary structure. Both faster spinning and 1H

dilution cause relaxation rates for the signals of residues in

the loops to regions to decrease, approaching values ob-

served for the signals of residues in the structured core of

the protein: 10–15 s-1 for 15N and 20–80 s-1 for 1H.

Average R2 rates for the signals of all amide sites are very

similar for the 1.9/60 and 1.3/100 % samples, 70 and
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Fig. 2 1H linewidths based on 1H back-exchange percentage at

40 kHz MAS. Linewidths (a) measured from (H)NH 2D spectra

acquired at 40 kHz MAS on a 1.3 mm probe at 600 MHz. Samples

were back-exchanged with 100 % (red) 80 % (green) or 60 % (blue)
1H2O prior to crystallization. Secondary structure elements are

indicated in (b)
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89 s-1 and for 15N and 17 and 16 s-1 for 1H in the 1.9/60

and 1.3/100 % samples respectively. In fact, for the resi-

dues in the mobile regions 1H dilution appears to be more

effective at decoupling protons than faster spinning, as 1H

R2 rates are lowest for the signals of the 1.9/60 % sample

(Fig. 3b), note that for T37 no R2 value could be deter-

mined for the 1.9/100 % sample, causing the blue and red

lines to intersect. This is consistent with internal protein

dynamics interfering with the effects of MAS, which for

more rigid regions yield a linear improvement in linewidth

as MAS rate is increased. As a result, for proteins with

more internal motions, for example membrane proteins in a

lipid environment, lower protonation levels might be

beneficial, even at 60 kHz MAS. A similar trend for the

signals from the loop regions is not seen for the 15N R2

rates, (Fig. 3a) where the rates are the lowest for the 1.3/

100 % sample at all sites with the exception of N38. This

discrepancy relative to the 1H rates could have several

causes. One difference is the use of RF based 1H–15N de-

coupling while the 1H–1H decoupling relies entirely on the

MAS. In addition, all 15N sites observed are protonated,

which means any dilution effects are long-range. Finally,
1H–15N dipolar couplings are ten times weaker, at a given

distance, than 1H–1H couplings and are thus more easily

decoupled with respect to the MAS rates used.

Having established that the R2 rates for signals in

spectra of the 1.9/60 and 1.3/100 % samples are similar or

slower than those of signals from the 1.9/100 % sample, it

now remains to be seen how this will affect sensitivity and

resolution. Recall that in Fig. 1, for samples at 100 %

back-exchange, spectra acquired on 1.9 mm rotors had

more signal, but worse resolution, than those acquired on

1.3 mm rotors. To assess if this situation was improved for

60 % back-exchanged samples, and to check on the effects/

importance of the individual balance between line width

and sample amount for the two 100 % samples, 2D (H)NH,

3D (H)CNH- and 3D (H)C(C)NH-type experiments were

acquired at 900 MHz for the 1.9/100 and 1.9/60 % samples

and at 1,000 MHz for the 1.3/100 % case. The signal-to-

noise values for peaks in the 2D and 3D spectra associated

with the residues in the three T2 classes selected earlier are

displayed in Fig. 4.

Similar to what is displayed in Fig. 1, (H)NH 2D spectra

are more sensitive on the 1.9/100 % sample than the 1.3/

100 % sample(Fig. 4a). The ratio is 2.4:1 for the signals of

residues with the ‘‘best’’ T2 values, and falls to 1.6:1 and

1.7:1 for those signals with ‘‘typical’’ and ‘‘worst’’ T2

values, respectively. The average for the signals of all

backbone amide sites is 1.9:1. Thus for (H)NH ex-

periments, the signals of the ‘‘best’’ residues have notice-

ably higher sensitivity while the behavior of those in the

other two classes are more similar to the protein overall.

Comparing the signals in the spectrum of the 1.9/60 %

sample to those in the spectrum of the 1.3/100 % sample

the overall ratio was 1.2:1, with similar behavior across all

residue classes.

Interestingly, in the (H)NH 2D spectra the ratio between

the signals from the 1.9/60 and 1.9/100 % samples is 52 %

for those residues with the ‘‘best’’ T2 values. After ac-

counting for the slightly larger amount of material in the

100 % rotor, it follows that 1H dilution gives minimal

benefit for the signals from these residues due to the fact

the R2 rates for these sites were already very slow

(Fig. 3b). For signals of residues with ‘‘typical’’ T2 times

the ratio is 62 %, and for the ‘‘worst’’, it is 82 %; again

consistent with the fact these residues showed improved R2

rates on the 1.9/60 % sample. This trend would not have

been observed without a site-specific analysis since the

average ratio for the signals of all amide sites was 60 %,

which follows the percentage of sites that are labeled.

Therefore, in contrast to observations at 24 kHz MAS,

lower 1H back-exchange levels do not yield higher overall

signal in (H)NH 2Ds at 40 kHz for SH3, but rather serve to

increase resolution. However, in samples with more dy-

namics, 1H dilution might result in greater sensitivity gains.
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When considering the sensitivity of the 3D spectra, all

experiments were processed so that equal acquisition times

were considered in all dimensions. This resulted in broader

but also more sensitive peaks for some experiments,

especially on the 1.3/100 and 1.9/60 % samples. For ex-

ample, when processing the (H)CONH 3D spectra for

Fig. 4, points that span 10 ms of evolution in the 15N

indirect dimension were used. For the 1.3/100 % sample,

20 ms of points had been collected. As a result the average
15N linewidth for signals in the spectrum increased to

78 ± 4 from 38 ± 3 Hz, with the average S/N/day rising

to 344 ± 144 from 270 ± 105. This illustrates the

resolution benefits which can be gained from longer indi-

rect dimension acquisition times at a very moderate cost in

sensitivity, made possible by the very long 15N T2 times

observed for the signals in these samples.

The data from the 3D (H)CNH-type experiments for the

three classes of T2 values (Fig. 4b–d) shows that signals

from the 1.9/100 % sample have a ratio in signal-to-noise

per day of 1.8:1 relative to signals from the 1.3/100 %

sample, showing a somewhat attenuated advantage for the

1.9 mm module as compared to what was seen for the

(H)NH 2D spectra. Meanwhile the 1.9/60 % sample yields

a ratio of 1.1:1, again only a slight decrease to from with

what was seen for the (H)NH. 15N–13C transfer efficien-

cies, as calculated from the sensitivity of the average of the

two (H)CNH experiments divided by the (H)NH, do not

vary substantially over the three samples, with values of

38, 35 and 35 % for the 1.3/100, 1.9/100 and 1.9/60 %

respectively. Note the measured 15N T2 values for the

signals of all samples were above 50 ms and thus not a

factor for sensitivity differences amongst samples. The

sensitivity of the (H)CONH is in all cases greater than the

(H)CANH as a result of the better CO–N SPECIFIC CP

transfer, but perhaps also due to the differences in CO and

CA T2 values, which will be discussed more below.

When C–C transfers are additionally employed, i.e. in

the (H)C(C)NH-type 3Ds, the signal-to-noise of spectra

acquired for both the 1.3/100 % sample relative to the 1.9/

100 %, and for the 1.9/60 % sample relative to the 1.9/
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Fig. 4 Signal-to-noise of 2D and 3D experiments acquired on 1.9 and

1.3 mm rotors. The comparison between a 100 % back-exchanged

sample in a 1.9 mm rotor spinning at 40 kHz (red), a 60 % back-

exchanged sample in a 1.9 mm rotor spinning at 40 kHz (green), and

a 100 % back-exchanged sample in a 1.3 mm rotor spinning at

60 kHz (blue). Sensitivity was measured for three classes of residues:

those with the best T2 times (Q16, M25, F52, K60), those with typical

T2 times (L10, D29, E45, A55), and those with the worst T2 times

observed (S36, N38, K43, Y57). The signal-to-noise per day in an

(H)NH 2D experiment is shown in (a) for the three classes and also

the average for all residues. Signal-to-noise per day averaged for 3D

experiments for the ‘‘best’’ (b) ‘‘typical’’ (c) and ‘‘worst’’ (d) residue

classes
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100 % increases due to the lower R2 relaxation rates. The

ratio for signal-to-noise per day, averaged for the

(H)CA(CO)NH and (H)CO(CA)NH spectra, acquired on

the 1.9/100 and 1.3/100 % samples was to 1:1. For the 1.3/

100 % samples, an improved (H)(CO)CA(CO)NH se-

quence was used, which shifts this value in favor of the 1.3/

100 % samples slightly. For the ‘‘best’’ T2 class residues,

the ratio was 1.1:1, while for the ‘‘typical’’ and ‘‘worst’’ T2

values the ratio was 0.9:1. The comparison between the

signals for the 1.9/60 and 1.3/100 % samples shows a ratio

of 0.9:1 for all three T2 classes. So, in contrast to what was

seen for the (H)NH and (H)CNH-type experiments, the

relative sensitivity of experiments with C–C mixing of the

1.9/100 and 1.9/60 % samples yields a value significantly

higher than 60 % of amide sites protonated. The overall

average for all backbone amide signals was 84 %. This

breaks down to 75 % for the ‘‘best’’ T2 class, 96 % for the

signals from ‘‘typical’’ T2 value residues and 102 % for the

‘‘worst’’. As more complicated proteins are likely to have

T2 values more similar to those of the ‘‘worst’’ or ‘‘typical’’

sites in SH3, these values (Fig. 4c, d) are the most relevant

to consider for future experiments.

An additional variable to be considered is that various

methods have been developed for acquiring such suites of

spectra for site-specific assignments. They differ primarily

in their use of scalar and/or dipolar based transfer schemes,

ranging from solution-like experiments based purely on

scalar transfers (Linser et al. 2008), to exclusively dipolar

interaction-mediated transfer sequences with CP based H–N

and N–C transfers including DREAM based C–C trans-

fers(Zhou et al. 2012) and further to ‘combination se-

quences’ with CP based H–N and N–C transfers and

INEPT based C–C transfers (Barbet-Massin et al. 2013;

Knight et al. 2011). As scalar coupling based C–C transfers

require a relatively long echo period, optimally 18.8 ms for

CA–CO and 28.8 ms for CB–CA, sufficiently long

aliphatic T2 times are required for them to be efficient.

Therefore, due to the fact 2H–13C interactions are currently

only decoupled by MAS, the efficiency for 3D experiments

at 60 kHz relative to 40 kHz MAS for 100 % samples was

much improved. A single J-based CA–CO transfer on the

1.9/100 % sample—taken as the average signal in the

(H)C(C)NH-type experiments relative to the (H)CNH-

type—was 35 % efficient on average, while at 60 kHz the

efficiency was 58 %. For the 1.9/60 % sample the value

rose to 44 %. This was slightly better than the average

efficiency for the DREAM based transfers, which were

around 30 % (data not shown). However the longer echo

needed for the CB–CA transfer meant that DREAM was

more efficient at 40 kHz. For the 1.9/60 % sample, the bulk

CO T2 was measured to be at least 80 ms while the T2 of

the CA signal was 20 ms. Therefore, one can envision that

the addition of 2H decoupling to remove the 2H–13C

interactions and increase the CA T2 would improve the

efficiency of scalar coupling based mixing at 40 kHz.

To determine the amount of labeled material in each

rotor, direct excitation 13C spectra were acquired which,

after comparison to spectra of a known amount of natural

abundance glycine, indicated there is 1.8 mg of protein in

the 1.3/100 % sample, 9.9 mg in the 1.9/100 %, and

8.2 mg in the 1.9/60 % rotor. When compared with the

total masses of material packed: 2.3, 12.9 and 10.4 mg

respectively, we can conclude that 75 % of the mass of the

sample in each rotor is protein with the rest being water and

precipitant. 1D proton spectra of the samples indicate the

presence of different amounts of free water, especially in

the 1.9 mm samples, which might be possible to remove

through centrifugation as shown by Bockmann et al.

(2009). Thus, the 1.3 mm probe yields far more signal per

mg of sample, while the 1.9 mm probe yields more signal

overall for (H)NH and (H)CNH-type experiments, and

similar signal for (H)C(C)NH-type experiments.

Having addressed their relative sensitivity, the final

question of the differences in spectra of the 1.3/100 and

1.9/60 % samples is their resolution. A comparison of 2D

(H)NH spectra of the 1.3/100 % sample acquired at

1,000 MHz (blue) and the 1.9/60 % sample acquired at

900 MHz (red) is shown in Fig. 5.

As expected from the R2 rates reported in Fig. 3 the

overall resolution of the spectra is very similar, with an

average 1H linewidth of 56 ± 15 Hz for peaks in the 1.3/

100 % spectrum (Fig. 5, blue) and 44 ± 13 Hz for the

spectrum of the 1.9/60 % sample (Fig. 5, red). 1D slices of

the peaks of the residues defining the three T2 classes are

shown below the spectra. The signals from the ‘‘worst’’ T2

class residues are noticeably sharper in the spectrum of the

1.9/60 % sample than those in the spectrum of the 1.3/

100 % sample, as expected from the 1H R2 rates. Addi-

tional peaks can be seen in the 1.9/60 % 2D spectrum,

including the amide site of G5 as well as the side chain

peaks for N35 and N47. Peaks from these extremely mobile

residues were previously observed in INEPT based (H)NH

2D spectra, which enabled their assignment (Linser et al.

2010). Additionally, a peak observed in both spectra at a
15N chemical shift between the signals from S36 and N38

(expansion Fig. 5) can be resolved in these high field

spectra with 50 ms 15N acquisition and was tentatively

assigned as K6 based on its N and CA chemical shifts. The

only 3D spectra which contained a peak at this resonance

was the (H)CANH spectrum acquired on the 1.9/100 %

sample, the 3D spectrum with the highest sensitivity for the

i-residue of the recorded set. Isotope effects for the amide

side chain peaks of Q16 and Q50 result in a peak doubling

at those sites. Comparing the relative intensity of the NH2

to the NHD peaks provided an internal check of the 1H

back-exchange percentage.
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As the resolution seen in the two spectra in Fig. 5 is

extremely similar, a more detailed analysis of the associ-

ated linewidths, as well as a comparison to the linewidths

observed in spectra acquired on the 1.9/100 % sample, is

warranted. Table 1 contains the 1H linewidths for peaks of

the residues in the three defined groups, using identically

processed (H)NH spectra of all three samples.

The average amide proton linewidths per group are

sharpest for peaks in the spectrum of 1.9/60 % sample,

while those from the 1.3/100 % sample are slightly broader

and those of the 1.9/100 % sample the broadest, in line

with the data shown in Figs. 1 and 5. However the different

trends seen for the peaks of the residues in the three T2

classes tells a more interesting story. For spectra taken on

1.9 mm rotors there is a clear trend of increasing linewidths

as you move from the best T2 class to the worst, indicating

differences for the three different regimes at this spinning

rate. For the 1.3 mm sample on the other hand, the line-

widths for the peaks of residues with the ‘‘best’’ and

‘‘typical’’ T2 values are very similar, while for peaks of the

‘‘worst’’ residues a noticeable difference in linewidth ap-

pears. Moving down the table within the classes, we note

that linewidths for the peaks of the ‘‘best’’ T2 class residues

are relatively constant (0.04–0.05 ppm). For residues in the

‘‘typical’’ T2 class, linewidths for peaks from the spectrum

of the 1.9/100 % sample stand out as noticeably broader,

while those for the 1.9/60 and 1.3/100 % samples are

similar. Finally, in the case of the worst T2 residues, there

is clear improvement from the 1.9/100 % to the 1.3/100 %

and then again improvement in the spectrum of the 1.9/

60 % sample. This once again points towards 1H dilution

as more effective at sharpening proton linewidths than

faster spinning for the peaks of residues in mobile regions.

An alternative explanation for differences in linewidths

could be the sample temperature. Data on the 1.3/100 %

sample were acquired with a VT set point of 235 K, which

was experimentally determined to result in a sample tem-

perature of 299 K. For the 1.9/100 % data, the VT set point

was 240 K, which was determined to be a sample tem-

perature of 296 K, while for the 1.9/100 % the set point

was 260 K, yielding a sample temperature of 304 K. Slight

variations in chemical shifts in Fig. 5, for example for E22

and L61, are likely a result of these small differences. In

contrast, due to hardware limitations, the VT set point for

both the 1.3 and 1.9 mm probes was 260 K during the

acquisition of the data shown in Fig. 1 taken at 600 MHz.

Due to a lower flow rate this likely corresponds to a sample

temperature of *315 K for the 1.9 mm sample and even

higher for the 1.3 mm. This resulted in much larger che-

mical shift differences, as can be seen in the expansions of

Fig. 1. Consequently, we believe that for the data acquired

on the 900 and 1,000 MHz spectrometers—on which all of

the quantitative comparisons (Figs. 3, 4, 5; Table 1) where

made—sample temperatures were very similar, and the

linewidth differences observed are almost entirely a result

of MAS and 1H back-exchange differences.

Conclusions

We have shown that the resolution of SH3 2D spectra

acquired on 60 % back-exchanged samples spinning at
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Fig. 5 (H)NH 2D spectra of 100 % back-exchanged SH3 at 60 kHz

MAS (blue) and 60 % back-exchanged SH3 at 40 kHz MAS (red).

60 kHz spectrum was collected at 1,000 MHz 1H frequency, while

the 40 kHz spectrum was collected at 900 MHz. Peaks are labeled

with their assignment, all peaks come from amide backbone sites

unless labeled with a sidechain nitrogen letter. Two folded peaks are

indicated with stars and do not overlay due to different acquisition

windows. 1D traces of selected peaks from the three T2 classes are

shown, scaled relative to the 1.9 mm peaks. The data for this figure

were processed to demonstrate achievable resolution. The relative

sensitivity and resolution of each site can be compared with signal to

noise per hour for each peak listed to the right, which due to the

inclusion of more points in the 15N dimension do not correlate exactly

with those in Fig. 4. The calibrated sample temperature for the

60 kHz spectrum was 299 K, while the 40 kHz spectrum was at

acquired at 304 K
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40 kHz is extremely similar to that observed at 60 kHz

MAS and 100 % protonation. However, the signal-to-noise

in these spectra did not surpass that of a 100 % sample at

40 kHz in a 1.9 mm rotor. For two [(H)NH] and three

[(H)CNH-type] transfer experiments, the spectra of the

100 % sample using a 1.9 mm rotor showed two to three

times more sensitivity than the 1.3 mm rotor, while re-

quiring about five times as much protein material. With the

addition of a carbon–carbon transfer [(H)C(C)NH-type

experiments] this gain in sensitivity dropped to between 0.7

and 1.5. The 1.9 mm rotor using a 60 % back-exchange

sample showed ratios to the 1.3 mm rotor of 1.2:1 for the

(H)NH, 1.1:1 for the (H)CNH-type 3Ds, and 0.8:1 for the

(H)C(C)NH-type experiments. It is worth noting that for

the residues with the ‘‘worst’’ T2 values, these ratios in-

crease to 1.4:1 for the (H)NH and (H)CNH-type 3Ds, and

0.9:1 for the (H)C(C)NH-type experiments. 2H excitation

followed by 2H–13C CP(Akbey et al. 2014) may improve

sensitivity for all experiments starting on deuterated car-

bons, especially on samples with less than 100 % back

protonation or where 1H back-exchange might be ham-

pered. Similarly, 2H–13C decoupling might improve the

performance for all experiments(Huber et al. 2012), but it

should be particularly beneficial for experiments acquired

at 40 kHz MAS on the 1.9 mm probe, where a relatively

short CA T2 is decreasing transfer efficiencies. Further-

more, the presence of endogenous or covalently bound

paramagnetic centers in the sample (Knight et al. 2012a;

Laage et al. 2009; Nadaud et al. 2010), or the use of

paramagnetic doping (Linser et al. 2009; Wickramasinghe

et al. 2007, 2009) could also be used to increase sensitivity.

Overall, for systems where material is limited, or for

which only de novo chemical shift assignments are needed,

1.3 mm rotors spinning at 60 kHz offer obvious advan-

tages. For systems where the full assignment suite is not

required, the additional signal seen in 2D and the less de-

manding 3D experiments using 1.9 mm rotors could prove

advantageous. One context where this might be the case is

multi-protein complexes, where solution NMR or 13C-de-

tected ssNMR provides assignments for one or more

members of the complex. 1H-detected NMR could then be

used to detect differences in spectra of the protein in

complex relative to those in a free solution. When con-

sidering the residues with the ‘‘worst’’ T2 values, which

may be expected from most protein systems of biological

interest, 1H-dilution through back-exchange to 60 %

yielded the most benefits, and might be warranted at higher

spinning rates. Moreover, since the 1.9 mm probe was

about five times more sensitive in 1D 13C-detected ex-

periments than the 1.3 mm probe, the 1.9 mm probe is

likely better suited for 13C detected experiments on the

same rotor as 1H detected ones, perhaps for distance re-

straint collection or in the context of 2H excitation in a

proton deficient sample or protein region. This line of

thought can be taken a step further by considering 3.2 mm

rotors that have even more 13C sensitivity due to even

larger sample volumes. When only material amount and rf-

efficiency are considered, a 3.2 mm rotor would be ex-

pected to be about 6 times as sensitive as a 1.3 mm module,

while a 1.9 mm system would be 2.5 times as sensitive,

slightly higher than what we saw here experimentally for

(H)NH 2Ds of SH3. After factoring in the 30 and 60 %

back-exchange percentages, which allow for the same

resolution for 3.2 and 1.9 mm rotors respectively, this

factor would fall to 1.8 or 1.5, again slightly higher than

what was seen here or in other work cited in the intro-

duction. Keeping in mind that shorter T2 times, especially

for 13C, caused C–C transfers to be less efficient at 40 kHz

relative to 60 kHz, we expect that the faster spinning 1.9

and 1.3 mm rotors would be more sensitive for

(H)C(C)NH-type experiments than 3.2 mm rotors. In

summary, the larger rotors will always be slightly more

sensitive for 1D or maybe even 2D experiments, however,

the more transfer steps involved the larger the advantage of

using smaller rotors will become.
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